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Abstract Multidimensional NMR spectroscopy is a well-

established technique for the characterization of structure

and fast-time-scale dynamics of highly populated ground

states of biological macromolecules. The investigation of

short-lived excited states that are important for molecular

folding, misfolding and function, however, remains a

challenge for modern biomolecular NMR techniques. Off-

equilibrium real-time kinetic NMR methods allow direct

observation of conformational or chemical changes by

following peak positions and intensities in a series of

spectra recorded during a kinetic event. Because standard

multidimensional NMR methods required to yield suffi-

cient atom-resolution are intrinsically time-consuming,

many interesting phenomena are excluded from real-time

NMR analysis. Recently, spatially encoded ultrafast 2D

NMR techniques have been proposed that allow one to

acquire a 2D NMR experiment within a single transient. In

addition, when combined with the SOFAST technique,

such ultrafast experiments can be repeated at high rates.

One of the problems detected for such ultrafast protein

NMR experiments is related to the heteronuclear decou-

pling during detection with interferences between the

pulses and the oscillatory magnetic field gradients arising

in this scheme. Here we present a method for improved

ultrafast data acquisition yielding higher signal to noise and

sharper lines in single-scan 2D NMR spectra. In combi-

nation with a fast-mixing device, the recording of 1H–15N

correlation spectra with repetition rates of up to a few Hertz

becomes feasible, enabling real-time studies of protein

kinetics occurring on time scales down to a few seconds.
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Introduction

Multidimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy is a widely used tool for high-resolution

studies of biomolecular structure and dynamics in solution.

While fast time-scale dynamics (ps to ms) are accessible via

the measurement of spin relaxation rates (Jarymowycz and

Stone 2006; Mittermaier and Kay 2006) or residual dipolar

coupling constants (Blackledge 2005), kinetic molecular

processes taking place on longer time scales can be fol-

lowed by monitoring NMR spectral changes in real time

during a molecular reaction such as protein (un)folding

(Zeeb and Balbach 2004; Van Nuland et al. 1998). In the

past, atom-resolved real-time NMR studies of kinetic pro-

cesses in proteins on the seconds, and sub-seconds

timescales, have been almost impossible because of the

time requirements associated with the recording of multi-

dimensional correlation spectra on macromolecules. In

standard 2D NMR only the so-called t2 time axis is acquired

directly, like in 1D NMR, while the additional time axis is
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monitored as a discrete incrementation of a time variable

(t1) throughout a series of repetitions (scans) of the basic

experiment. Hence, a major disadvantage of 2D NMR is the

long acquisition time that, regardless of sensitivity consid-

erations, may be needed for obtaining these spectra.

Over the last years, several conceptually different

approaches have been proposed for acquiring 2D NMR

spectra in a significantly reduced amount of time (Freeman

and Kupce 2003; Malmodin and Billeter 2005; Schanda

and Brutscher 2005). The most dramatic time reduction is

achieved by the so-called ‘‘ultrafast’’ NMR technique that

allows the acquisition of 2D (and higher dimensional)

NMR spectra within a single scan (Frydman et al. 2002;

Shrot and Frydman 2003). In ultrafast NMR the time

incrementation of t1 is replaced by a spatial encoding step,

where nuclear spins in the sample are progressively excited

according to their position along a spatial coordinate by the

use of a magnetic field gradient acting in combination with

a frequency swept radiofrequency (rf) pulse. The result of

this manipulation is a spatial winding of the spin magne-

tizations with a position-dependent phase C X1z, where X1

is the resonance frequency of the nuclear spin, C is a

spatio-temporal constant depending on the sample length

and some user-defined acquisition parameters relating the

X1 evolution in a linear way to the spatial coordinate z.

This phase modulation, similar to the X1t1 phase behavior

in a standard experiment, is conserved during any coherent

mixing sequence required for correlating different nuclear

spins in a 2D experiment. A spatial decoding or unwinding

of the resulting helix is achieved during data acquisition by

the use of a second magnetic field gradient. This acquisi-

tion gradient Ga results in a constructive interference of the

spins along the spatial axis of the sample, a spin echo

whose position in time along the k ¼ c
R

GaðtÞdt axis

depends on the resonance frequency X1 as well as on the

strength of Ga. This reading process can be repeated

numerous times by oscillating the sign of the readout

gradients, thus allowing to monitor a set of indirect time-

domain spectra as a function of the t2 time evolution.

Fourier transformation along the t2 dimension then results

in the desired 2D NMR spectrum.

The time resolution of real-time 2D NMR methods,

however, not only depends on the acquisition time of a

single 2D data set, but also on the rate at which these

experiments can be repeated during the kinetic process

under investigation. A recycle delay between successive

scans is required to allow the nuclear spins to relax towards

thermal equilibrium and, in protein NMR spectroscopy,

recycle delays of the order of seconds are generally chosen

to yield sufficient 1H polarization to be used for the next

scan. Recently, experiments have been optimized for fast

repetition rates without a loss in experimental sensitivity

(signal to noise ratio per unit experimental time) by

accelerating the recovery of proton polarization between

subsequent scans. An example of this is the SOFAST-

HMQC NMR experiment (Schanda and Brutscher 2005;

Schanda et al. 2005) that allows the recording of standard

time-encoded 2D 1H–15N protein correlation spectra in a

few seconds by reducing the recycle delay to a few milli-

seconds. In SOFAST-HMQC NMR, longitudinal 1H spin

relaxation is enhanced (Pervushin et al. 2002) by the use of

a small number of band-selective 1H pulses, and 1H steady-

state magnetization is further enhanced by Ernst angle

excitation (Ernst et al. 1987).

These two complementary ideas, recording a 2D data set

in a single scan by spatial frequency encoding, and

reducing the repetition rate without compromising sensi-

tivity have been recently combined in the ultraSOFAST-

HMQC experiment shown in Fig. 1a (Gal et al. 2007).

Although this experiment allowed us to demonstrate the

feasibility of acquiring a series of protein 1H–15N spectra at

Hz rates, an excess of signal loss related to different

aspects of the experiment discussed below was observed,

that limits its applicability in the context of real-time

studies of molecular kinetics. Moreover, for the short

repetition times used for this experiment, the rf load and

the pulsed field gradients required for spatial encoding and

decoding could easily exceed the duty cycle recommended

for an optimum performance of the probe, particularly in

the case of cryogenically cooled probes. Challenged by

these features, we introduce here, single-transition-state

(STS)-ultraSOFAST-HMQC, an experiment that has the

same characteristics in terms of minimal experimental

times and repetition rates as ultraSOFAST-HMQC, but that

overcomes some of the major limitations of the latter. STS-

ultraSOFAST-HMQC yields increased sensitivity under

fast-pulsing conditions when compared to ultraSOFAST-

HMQC. This is demonstrated by the measurement of fast

D/H exchange kinetics from a real-time series of 1H–15N

spectra recorded at a rate of *3 Hz.

Ultrafast 2D NMR—without heteronuclear decoupling

Spatially encoded ultrafast NMR experiments generally

result in decreased sensitivity when compared to their stan-

dard time-evolution based counterparts. Neglecting

sensitivity drops arising from non-ideal radiofrequency and

gradient pulses, most of these losses can be rationalized by

the following: NMR data acquisition in the presence of a

magnetic field gradient requires opening of the filter band-

width to account for the gradient-induced spread in

resonance frequencies from spins over the whole sample

volume. Given that the noise detected by the receiver

increases with the receiver’s bandwidth, the overall sensi-

tivity of the experiment strongly depends on the strength of
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the acquisition gradients—dictated in turn by spectral widths

considerations (see Results). As a consequence, while high

magnetic fields provide the high spin polarization and fre-

quency resolution required for (ultra)fast protein NMR

methods, the intrinsic per-scan sensitivity of an ultrafast

experiment is lower then that of its conventional counterpart.

Different approaches have been proposed in the past to

increase this sensitivity aspect of ultrafast NMR, including

optimized data acquisition and processing (Gal et al. 2006;

Mishkovsky and Frydman 2005). Here we focus on a dif-

ferent source of sensitivity losses, arising from problems

related to 15N decoupling during the 1H detection period.

Due to the large effective spectral spreads brought about by

oscillatory magnetic field gradients during acquisition,

heteronculear decoupling in ultrafast NMR experiments is

generally not performed using continuous composite

decoupling schemes. Rather, it is realized by 180� high-

power refocusing pulses applied at rates SWH or 2SWH,

with SWH the spectral width in the 1H dimension. The finite

length of these decoupling pulses, as well as a short gradient

recovery delay needed prior to each such pulse, have a

direct influence on the required acquisition gradient

strength as they reduce the time available for applying a

gradient pulse. Owing to this reduced duration, the gradient

strength has to be increased in order to cover the same

effective spectral width along the spatially encoded

dimension. The filter bandwidth, in turn, has to be larger,

resulting in a further increase in the detected noise and

thus a reduction in sensitivity. 15N decoupling during 1H

detection is also the main source of rf probe heating leading

to partial probe detuning, increased B0-field inhomogeneity,

and the risk of long-term damage of expensive cryogenic

probes (Kern et al. 2008). Due to all these reasons com-

bined, the development of alternative techniques that do not

require heteronuclear decoupling during acquisition is of

particular interest for ultrafast NMR experiments.

An alternative to heteronuclear decoupling involves the

use of spin-state-selective NMR techniques, creating a

Fig. 1 NMR pulse sequences used in this study for performing fast 2D
1H–15N correlation experiments of proteins: (a) UltraSOFAST-

HMQC, (b) STS-ultraSOFAST-HMQC, (c) the STS pulse sequence

element, and (d) STS-SOFAST-HMQC. Filled and open pulse

symbols indicate 90� and 180� rf pulses, respectively, except for the

first 1H pulse that is applied with variable flip angle adjusted for Ernst-

angle excitation (Schanda et al. 2005). Unless indicated, all pulses are

applied along the x axis. The frequency-chirped pulses used for spatial

encoding in the ultrafast sequences (a) and (b) are achieved by

WURST-like amplitude modulation (Kupce and Freeman 1996)

suitable for executing 180� nutations (Pelupessy 2003). All selective
1H pulses are typically centered at 8.2 ppm, covering a bandwidth of

4.0 ppm, with the following shapes: PC9 (Kupce and Freeman 1994)

for excitation, and REBURP (Geen and Freeman 1991) for refocusing

purposes. In all experiments with more than one scan, a simple 2-step

phase cycle was applied by inverting the phase of the 90� 15N

excitation pulse in concert with the receiver phase. In the STS-

ultraSOFAST-HMQC sequence of figure (b), 1H chemical shift

evolution is not refocused as ultrafast spectra are generally not phased

and plotted in absolute-value mode. In sequence (d) a pair of 1H 180�
broadband inversion pulses (Smith et al. 2001) is applied during the t1
evolution period. These pulses refocus 1H chemical shift evolution

during t1 without significantly perturbing the polarization of non-amide
1H. The transfer delays s1 and s2 are set to s1 ¼ s=2 þ d1 � d2 and

s2 ¼ s=2� d1 þ d2. In addition, half the PC9 pulse length has to be

subtracted from the s1 delay to take into account the effective spin

evolution during the PC9 pulse. For Ernst angle excitation, a flip angle

a[ 90� (typically 120–150�) is required for sequences (a) and (b),

whereas a\ 90� (typically 40–60�) is chosen for sequence (d)

b
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single-transition spin state that evolves during the final

detection. This results in a single resonance line shifted

either upfield or downfield by Dm = JNH/2 with respect to

the standard 15N-decoupled spectrum without the need for

implementing an active 15N decoupling. Examples of spin-

state selection techniques include the S3E (Meissner et al.

1997), double-S3CT (Meissner et al. 1998; Pervushin et al.

1997), and IPAP-type (Ottiger et al. 1998; Andersson et al.

1998) filters. The S3E and double-S3CT sequences require

additional 90� rf pulses on the 1H channel, and they are

thus incompatible with the SOFAST-HMQC experiment.

IPAP is compatible with SOFAST-HMQC but it doubles

the minimal experimental time as 2 spectra need to be

recorded yielding inphase, and anti-phase doublet lines,

respectively. A singlet spectrum is only obtained after

appropriate combination of the two data sets as described

recently for IPAP versions of SOFAST-HMQC (Schanda

et al. 2005; Kern et al. 2008). Here we present a new

single-transition-state (STS) filter sequence that yields

spin-state selection in the 1H dimension within a single

scan. This STS filter element, depicted inside the square

line in Fig. 1b, is compatible with both, spatial encoding

and SOFAST-HMQC and can therefore be employed

without affecting the minimal achievable 2D frame rate.

To better understand the operation of this new approach

to coupling-free 2D NMR, we focus first on the STS filter

element highlighted in Fig. 1c. Assuming that an initial

multiple-quantum spin state ra ¼ 2HyNx has been created

at time point a, and neglecting chemical shift evolution, the

gradient pulses G1 induce a winding of the spin polarization

along the z-axis yielding a spin state at point b given by:

rb ¼ 2HyNx cos k1zð Þ þ 2HyNy sin k1zð Þ ð1Þ

with the wave number k1 ¼ 2cN

R s1

0
G1ðtÞdt, and s1 the

gradient length. Between time points b and c, the 2

coherences, 2HyNx and 2HyNy then evolve along separate

pathways as:

ðIÞ 2HyNy �!
90�Nx

2HyNz �!
2D

Hx �!
90�Ny

Hx

ðIIÞ 2HyNx �!
90�Nx

2HyNx �!
2D

2HyNx �!
90�Ny

2HyNz ð2Þ

After the final gradient pulse G2 with wave number

k2 ¼ cH

R s2

0
G2ðtÞdt, the spin state is given by:

The Hx þ 2HxNzð Þ and Hx � 2HxNzð Þ operators

describe single-transition spin states, corresponding to the

upfield and downfield 1H doublet components. Experi-

mentally, one of the doublet components is selected by

setting the relative gradient strengths to either k2 ¼ � k1 or

k2 ¼ k1. The unwanted doublet component stays dephased

along the z-axis, and averages to zero when integrating

over the whole sample length.

The STS filter element of Fig. 1c can be inserted into the

standard SOFAST-HMQC experiment, as well as into the

spatially encoded ultraSOFAST-HMQC. In the STS-

SOFAST-HMQC experiment of Fig. 1d, the STS block is

inserted after the t1 evolution period. As a consequence, the

accumulated phase at time point b is the combination of the
15N chemical shift evolution and the spatial winding,

XNt1 þ k1z. Assuming k2 ¼ �k1, the spin state at time

point d is then given by:

rI
d

t1ð Þ ¼ Hx þ 2HxNzð Þ expðiXNt1Þ=2

þ Hx � 2HxNzð Þ expð�iXNt1Þ exp �i2k1zð Þ=2

ð4Þ

Only the first part of Eq. [4], corresponding to one of the
1H doublet components, yields a detectable signal that is

phase modulated as a function of the 15N chemical shift

and the incremented t1 delay. The second part of the

density matrix, corresponding to the other 1H doublet

component, is dephased along a spatial axis, and does not

yield any detectable magnetization. As usual for echo/anti-

echo quadrature detection schemes (Palmer et al. 1991), a

second experiment is required that yields a negative phase

evolution in the t1 dimension:

rII
d

t1ð Þ ¼ Hx þ 2HxNzð Þ expð�iXNt1Þ=2

þ Hx � 2HxNzð Þ expðiXNt1Þ exp i2k1zð Þ=2

ð5Þ

This is realized experimentally by inverting the gradient

G2 (k2 ¼ k1), as well as phase u of the first 90� 15N pulse

in the STS element.

In the STS version of the ultraSOFAST-HMQC exper-

iment (Fig. 1b), the G1 gradient pulses are replaced by a

constant-time spatial-encoding scheme. As a result of the

combined action of the pulsed field gradients Ge and the

frequency-swept 15N pulses, the wave number of the

rd ¼ Hx cos k1zð Þ þ 2HyNz sin k1zð Þ
� �

expðik2zÞ
¼ Hx exp i k1 þ k2ð Þz½ � þ Hx exp i �k1 þ k2ð Þz½ �f g=2þ 2HyNz exp i k1 þ k2ð Þz½ � � 2HyNz i �k1 þ k2ð Þz½ �

� ��
2i

¼ Hx þ 2HxNzð Þ exp i k1 þ k2ð Þz½ �=2þ Hx � 2HxNzð Þ exp i �k1 þ k2ð Þz½ �=2

ð3Þ
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effective phase encoding at time point b is given by

k1 ¼ CX1, with C ¼ t1 max=L, and L the effective sample

length. During the acquisition gradient, data points are

sampled as a function of a wave number k tð Þ ¼
cH

R t

0
Gaðt0Þdt0 yielding a readout spin state given by:

r kð Þ ¼ Hx þ 2HxNzð Þ expði CXN � k tð Þð ÞzÞ=2

þ Hx � 2HxNzð Þ expði k tð Þ � CXNð ÞzÞ=2 ð6Þ

For the standard ultraSOFAST-HMQC experiment

(Fig. 1a) the same time dependence is obtained for spin

evolution during acquisition but only the first coherence-

transfer pathway of Eq. [2], yielding inphase coherence,

contributes to the detected signal. Therefore, from a

theoretical point of view, and neglecting the consequences

of finite 15N pulse lengths, the standard and STS versions of

the ultraSOFAST-HMQC experiment are supposed to

provide the same signal intensity—yet freeing the

experiment from the need of active 15N decoupling.

Results and discussion

STS-ultraSOFAST-HMQC

An experimental comparison between the performance of a

standard (Fig. 1a) and STS (Fig. 1b) version of ultraSO-

FAST-HMQC 2D NMR is shown in Fig. 2. Let us

emphasize again that no additional sensitivity loss is

expected from the single-transition-state selection in the

STS-ultraSOFAST-HMQC experiment. All data sets were

recorded on an 800 MHz spectrometer equipped with a

cryogenically cooled probe on a 2.3 mM sample of 15N-

labeled ubiquitin, using identical acquisition parameters

except for the acquisition gradients, and for the 15N

decoupling procedures. The spectrum in panel (a) was

obtained using the standard ultraSOFAST-HMQC experi-

ment (Fig. 1a), where 15N decoupling was realized by

high-power 180� pulses placed within the �Ga transitions

and a 10 ls delay was inserted between the Ga gradient and

the 15N pulses. In the spectrum of panel (b) this delay was

increased to 20 ls; no longer recovery delays were tested,

as this would have increased the acquisition gradient

strength to a level too high for the experimental setup. The

spectrum in Fig. 2c recorded using the STS pulse sequence

of Fig. 1b does not require any 15N decoupling. For a fair

comparison of spectral line shapes and signal intensities, no

post processing such as linear prediction or signal apodi-

zation was employed.

A significantly improved spectral quality and signal to

noise ratio (SNR) are observed when comparing the STS

spectrum against the spectra recorded with the standard

ultraSOFAST-HMQC version. The spectra in Fig. 2a and

b, display a residual coupling of about *35 and *20 Hz,

respectively, along the 1H dimension. This is most-likely

resulting from magnetic field currents that extend into the

þGa $ �Ga switching times, and spoil the efficiency of

the decoupling pulses. The use of a longer delay between

the PFG and 15N pulses increases the decoupling perfor-

mance, but further decreases the sensitivity of the

experiment (Fig. 1b). This can be explained by the

dependence of the SNR on the strength of the acquisition

gradient Ga and its dependence on the duration Ta. In the

ultraSOFAST-HMQC experiment the effective spectral

width in the F1 (15N) and F2 (1H) dimensions are given by

SWNðF1Þ ¼ cH�Ga�Ta�L
2�tmax

1

and SWHðF2Þ ¼ 1
2Ta�, where T �a ¼

Ta þ dN þ e is half the period of a full acquisition loop

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Sensitivity comparison between standard and STS versions of

ultraSOFAST-HMQC. All spectra were acquired on a 800 MHz

spectrometer equipped with a cryogenic probe using the following

experimental parameter settings: Ge = 36 G/cm, N2 = 128,

t1
max = 12 ms, Ta* = 250 ls, 15N 180� pulse length = 64 ls,

Ga = 29.3 G/cm, 33.2 G/cm, and 20.8 G/cm for panels a, b, and c,

respectively. The recovery delay between acquisition gradient and
15N 180� pulses was set to (a) e = 10 ls, and (b) e = 20 ls
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including an acquisition gradient, the duration of the 15N p
pulse (dN), and the gradient recovery delay (e). The

spectral widths SWH and SWN depend on the gyromagnetic

ratio of 1H, the sample length L, and the maximum t1
evolution time t1max. In the absence of 15N decoupling, dN

and e are both equal to 0 and Ta
* becomes equal to Ta. If

additional 15N decoupling is required, Ta is reduced by an

amount dN ? e in order to keep Ta
* fixed thus covering the

same spectral width SWHðF2Þ. As a consequence, the

strength of the acquisition gradient has to be increased to

preserve also the spectral width in F1. Since the filter

bandwidth parameter in ultrafast experiments is directly

related to the acquisition gradient strength Ga according to

fb ¼ cH � Ga � L, it follows that for increasing Ga the noise

level detected by the receiver increases. From these con-

siderations the relative SNR in STS and standard

ultraSOFAST-HMQC spectra is expected to follow the

relation:

k ¼ SNR ðSTSÞ
SNR ðstandardÞ ¼

1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 2 dN þ eð Þ SWH

p ð7Þ

For a typical amide 1H spectral width (SWH) of 4 ppm, a
15N 180� pulse width of 60 ls, and a recovery delay e of

40 ls, we calculate expected SNR gains of k = 1.4 at

600 MHz, and k = 1.7 at 800 MHz. In practice, to reach

acceptable acquisition gradient levels, a reduced spectral

width and shorter recovery delays need to be chosen. The

first results in spectral aliasing in the 1H (F2) dimension,

while the latter yields residual line splitting (see above) due

to imperfect decoupling performance. In the spectra of

Fig. 2 an average SNR ratio of k& 1.8 is measured with

and without the STS pulse element, in close agreement to

the expected gain at 800 MHz. At even higher magnetic

field strengths, e.g., 900 MHz the sum of 15N pulse length

and recovery delay may exceed the required dwell time in

the amide 1H dimension (Ta ¼ 1=SWH � 2 dN þ eð Þ\0).

Therefore longer Ta* times would have to be chosen

resulting in even more dramatic spectral aliasing. In

addition, upon using higher magnetic field strengths

stronger 15N decoupling fields are required for the

standard version, resulting in partial probe detuning, and

consequently in a further decrease of the experimental

sensitivity. Therefore STS-ultraSOFAST-HMQC

represents a clear improvement in terms of SNR

especially for application at high magnetic fields that

provide the sensitivity required for ultrafast protein NMR.

As demonstrated in Fig. 3, the increased sensitivity

provided by the STS-SOFAST-HMQC experiment allows

recording a full 1H–15N correlation spectrum of a moder-

ately concentrated (1 mM) 15N-labeled ubiquitin sample in

less than 1 s acquisition time on a 800 MHz NMR spec-

trometer equipped with a cryogenic probe. The spectra

were processed using an interlaced FT along t2, allowing

further reduction of the Ga acquisition gradient strength

(Mishkovsky and Frydman 2005). This experiment pre-

sents a promising step towards ultrafast real-time 2D

NMR measurements of protein samples at millimolar

concentration.

STS-SOFAST-HMQC

The STS sequence block of Fig. 1c can also be inserted

into a standard SOFAST-HMQC experiment. Although this

is not the main focus of the present report, we have set up

Fig. 3 STS-UltraSOFAST-HMQC spectra acquired on a 800 MHz

machine equipped with a cryogenic probe. The spectrum on the right

has been recorded in an experimental time of less than 1 s, while a

longer acquisition time has been chosen for the left spectrum shown

as a reference. Interleaving of 2 acquisitions (scans) with interlaced

FT along t2 was used (Mishkovsky and Frydman 2005). Experimental

parameters were: Ge = 36 G/cm, N2 = 128, t1
max = 12 ms,

Ta* = 250 ls, 15N 180� pulse = 62 ls, Ga = 12 G/cm. The sample

concentration and acquisition time are as indicated on top of each

panel
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an optimized pulse sequence for standard time incremented

single-transition-spin-state SOFAST-HMQC shown in

Fig. 1d. This experiment is conceptually similar to the

recently introduced sensitivity-enhanced (SE) IPAP-

SOFAST-HMQC (Kern et al. 2008) where two data sets

are recorded and combined to yield a 1H–15N HMQC

correlation spectrum without the need of 15N decoupling

during detection. Both, the SE-IPAP and STS versions of

SOFAST-HMQC benefit from sensitivity enhancement in

the sense that both quadrature components present after the

t1 evolution period contribute to the detected NMR signal

(see Eqs. [2–5]). The STS-SOFAST-HMQC sequence has

the advantage that it does not require combination of 2

different data sets, as a single-transition spin state is cre-

ated by the action of pulsed field gradients. The drawback

of this new experiment is that, because of the gradient-

induced phase modulation in t1, the SNR is reduced by a

factor
ffiffiffi
2
p

with respect to either standard SOFAST-HMQC

or sensitivity-enhanced IPAP-SOFAST-HMQC. Still the

sensitivity provided by this experiment is sufficient to

record 2D correlation spectra of proteins at millimolar

concentrations in less than 10 s acquisition time, as dem-

onstrated in Fig. 4 for the 2 globular proteins ubiquitin

(8.6 kDa) and the lipoprotein YajG (21 kDa). As can be

appreciated from the spectra in Fig. 4, the STS-SOFAST-

HMQC experiment yields excellent water suppression in a

single scan (per t1 increment) without any phase cycling.

The experiment shows also good performance with respect

to the time required to reach steady-state conditions after

the creation of fluid turbulences when a fast mixing device

is used to initiate a kinetic event inside the NMR magnet.

Because the delay between defocusing and refocusing

gradient pulses is much shorter in STS-SOFAST-HMQC

than in standard SOFAST-HMQC, the performance of

STS-SOFAST-HMQC is superior to SOFAST-HMQC and

similar to the recently proposed fluid-turbulence-adapted

(FTA) SOFAST-HMQC sequence (Schanda et al. 2007).

Fast amide exchange kinetics monitored by ultrafast

real-time 2D NMR spectroscopy

To experimentally demonstrate the potential of STS-ultr-

aSOFAST-HMQC for monitoring dynamic events in

proteins on a seconds time scale, we have measured fast

amide deuterium/hydrogen (D/H) exchange rates in ubiq-

uitin at high pH. After rapidly changing the 2H:1H ratio in

the sample’s buffer, intensity changes of individual cross

peaks were monitored in a series of real time 2D spectra to

yield a quantitative measure of D/H exchange rates (Bou-

gault et al. 2004; Schanda et al. 2007). Such amide

hydrogen exchange measurements provide atom-resolved

information about the (partially) unfolded conformational

states of a protein that are present under native conditions,

even if they are only populated to minuscule levels. The

ability to detect small amounts of unfolded conformations

arises from the fact that amide hydrogen atoms are pro-

tected from exchange as long as they are hydrogen-bonded

or buried within the protein. Therefore, only when the

amide hydrogen gets solvent exposed by some local or

global unfolding event, it can be replaced by a proton or

deuteron from the solvent. One interesting case of amide

hydrogen exchange arises when the measured exchange

Fig. 4 STS-SOFAST-HMQC

spectra recorded on a 800 MHz

spectrometer equipped with a

cryogenic probe for 0.9 mM

samples of (a) ubiquitin

(8.6 kDa, 25�C), and (b) the

lipoprotein YajG (20 kDa,

37�C) in experimental times of

4 and 8 s, respectively. Both

spectra were recorded with a

single scan per t1 increment,

thus without any phase cycling
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rates can give direct insight into the kinetics of protein

unfolding. This accounts if the intrinsic chemical exchange

rate is fast compared to the closing (refolding) rate from an

exchange-competent to an exchange-protected conforma-

tion. Under these conditions, generally reached at high pH

values, exchange is limited by the rate at which an amide

site gets exchange-competent, and the NMR-observed

exchange rates will thus directly reflect the unfolding rates

of the individual residues (Dempsey 2001).

For the D/H exchange experiment shown in Fig. 5,
15N-labeled ubiquitin was dissolved in 90 ll D2O buffer

at pH 12 at a concentration of *8 mM. The hydrogen

exchange reaction was active for a time long enough to

ensure complete deuteration of all amide sites in the

protein. This solution was then injected into an NMR

sample tube containing 350 ll of H2O buffer that had

been placed inside the NMR magnet. The dead time

between injection and data acquisition was less than 1 s.

After injection the exchange process was followed by

recording a series of STS-ultraSOFAST-HMQC spectra

with a repetition rate of *3 s-1 (350 ms per 2D spec-

trum). The peak intensity as a function of exchange time

is plotted in Fig. 5a for three distinct amide sites, corre-

sponding to residues T22, I30, and L73. Figure 5b shows

the final spectrum after completion of the exchange pro-

cess (to increase the SNR 128 spectra were added for this

spectrum). The peak intensity increases as more and more

deuterons get replaced by solvent protons, reaching a

Fig. 5 Amide D/H exchange rates measured on a 600 MHz spec-

trometer equipped with a cryogenic probe. A series of single-scan

STS-ultraSOFAST-HMQC experiments of 350 ms duration per 2D

spectrum was recorded to follow the D/H exchange kinetics. Phase

cycling was achieved in consecutive 2D acquisitions, as described

previously (Schanda et al. 2007), that does not alter the time

resolution of the kinetic dimension. Experimental points in (a) reflect

peak heights extracted from the STS-ultraSOFAST-HMQC 2D

spectra; the tex exchange lifetimes given in the figure were obtained

by fitting of the data points to the equation IðsÞ ¼ I0 þ
I1 � 1 � exp � s

tex

� �� �
. In (b) is shown a reference spectrum

acquired as soon as the experiment was finished with the same

experimental parameters but with 128 scans

8 J Biomol NMR (2009) 43:1–10
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plateau value corresponding to the H2O/D2O ratio in

solution (in our experiment 3.9:1). This means that

although the protein concentration inside the NMR tube

was *1.6 mM, the hydrogenated, and detectable amide

sites corresponded to an effective protein concentration of

only 1.27 mM.

As the buildup curves in Fig. 5a indicate, the chosen

acquisition time of 350 ms per spectrum is a hard test

case for the technique in terms of sensitivity and mea-

surement accuracy. Exchange time constants of a second

or below can not yet reliably been measured using this

technique, although the repetition rate of a few Hz in

principle provides access to this time scale. Therefore, the

real-time 2D NMR data shown in Fig. 5 should be taken

as a proof of principle. It can be foreseen that experi-

mental sensitivity will continue to increase over the next

years, and we expect that with this, real-time studies of

molecular kinetics at multi-Hz rates will become of

practical use. In any case, the STS-ultraSOFAST HMQC

experiment presents a step forward towards this aim.

Furthermore, and in contrast to previously proposed

schemes for fast site-resolved kinetics studies, ultraSO-

FAST NMR does not require any prior knowledge about

peak positions as required for Hadamard spectroscopy

(Bougault et al. 2004; Kupce et al. 2003) or extensive

spectral aliasing strategies (Lescop et al. 2007).

Conclusions

We have introduced STS-SOFAST-HMQC, a sequence

that allows the acquisition of 2D 1H–15N correlation

experiments yielding a single cross peak per residue within

one scan without heteronuclear decoupling and without the

need to record separate in-phase and anti-phase experi-

ments. The full power of this pulse sequence element

comes into place when combined with spatial encoding,

where the previously applied heteronuclear decoupling

using 180� rf pulses leads to significant losses in sensitiv-

ity, and decoupling performance is less-than-optimal due to

interfering effects from the acquisition gradients. We have

shown that well resolved 2D correlation spectra can be

obtained at a repetition rate of several Hertz, further

extending the time scale accessible to multidimensional

real-time kinetic NMR.
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